
Speed controlled
Smart swimming pool pump E-Pro

Polyester filter BREGENZ II
incl. Loxone Aquastar® Air pool control
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iaNATURE WORKS–
PUREST
FILTER MEDIA

THE MOST INNOVATIVE 
GLASS FILTER MEDIA

WITH REGARD TO
YOUR WELLBEING 
AND THE ENVIRONMENT
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the state of printing. Minor deviations of the technical specifications are system specific possible and subject to technical changes, printing and typesetting errors.n.

.com
Maximum filter performance due to filter 

glass made of purest, white flat glass

Filters smalest particles up to 1 µm thanks to special 
and unique surface calibration. The Nature Works 
Hi-Tech glass filter media has an exact granular 
size from 0,6 - 1,2 mm. 
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CRYSTAL-CLEAR 
POOL WATER WITH 
HIGHEST HYGIENE 
FACTOR

Nature Works is more than 99,64%
free of contamination

Nature Works uses only the purest, white flat glass, the 
so-called „original glass“, from window production. The 
certified glass is free of any soiling and is therefore cle-
arly superior to filter sand and green / brown glass filter 
media made from recycled bottle glass.

Resistent to biofilm
and bacteria

The MC2 ensures a precisely defined granular size and
the special rounded surface of the granular stones. 
This prevents the proliferation of bacteria and the 
formation of biofilm and minimizes the use of pool 
chemistry.
In addition, the soft rounded edges protect against 
injury and wear of the filter inside and filter star.

Reusing
is the new recycling

Nature Works is recycled pure white flat glass packed 
in ecological and tear-proofed paper bags. Thanks 
to the use of much harder flat glass and the MC2 
calibration technology, which produces exactly one 
granular size, it shows less wear and triumphs with its 
aboveaverage service life.

Water- &
energy savings

Less backwashing and optimal flow rates will have a 
positive impact on the water and energy consumption 
of your pool. As a result, the investment in Nature 
Works Glass Filter Media pays off for you shortly.

Lean back and enjoy maximum hygiene

This is proven by the certified and traceable production 
and thousands of satisfied users in the private and public 
pool industry worldwide.

Less Backwashing thanks to
Anti-compaction-technology

Nature Works anti-compaction technology prevents 
the compaction and channeling. The hi-tech glass 
filter media is characterized by no clumps, easy back-
washing and less backwash cycles. Therefore, there is 
no need of support layers made of coarse glass. 

TRUST IN  
NATURE WORKS
GLASS FILTER MEDIA


